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Identifying factors influencing survivorship is key to understanding population
persistence. Although satellite telemetry is a powerful tool for studying remote animal
ecology and behaviour it is rarely used for demographic studies because distinguishing
the death of the animal (individual mortality) from failure of the tag (mechanical tag
failure) has proven difficult. Southern elephant seals present an opportunity to separate
tag failure from animal mortality thanks to the availability of large tracking datasets,
broad knowledge of demographic rates, and because for these large animals, satellite
tags are known not to influence mortality rates. A key rationale for investigating
satellite telemetry to estimate mortality as compared to using traditional CaptureMark-Recapture methods is the potential for obtaining spatially and temporally specific
information, particularly while the animals are at sea and largely unobservable. We used
satellite tag data from 182 seals from Isles Kerguelen, deployed between 2004 and
2018. Of these, 76 (42%) tags transmitted for the full post-moult foraging trip (max.
265 days for females and max. 305 days for sub-adult males) with the remaining
107 tags (58%) ceasing transmission at sea. We found that contrary to expectations,
behavioural choices seem not to influence tag failure rates by mechanical means, rather
the signals we detected seemed to align with previously described variation in mortality
between groups. There was evidence, albeit limited, for an increase in tag failure for
adult females in years with negative Southern Annular Mode (lower Southern Ocean
productivity). We speculate that this increase in failure may suggest higher mortality in
these years. Also, males using the Kerguelen Plateau had higher tag failure rates than
those in the sea-ice zone, perhaps indicative of higher mortality. We suspect that these
differences in tag failure rates between groups reflect variation in predator exposure
and foraging success. This suggests satellite telemetry could be used to infer mortality
events for southern elephant seals while they are at sea.
Keywords: satellite telemetry, Southern Ocean, ARGOS, Mirounga leonina, survival %, migration, SES, IMOS
animal tracking facility
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The primary aim of this study was to test whether satellite
telemetry could be used to detect high spatially and temporally
resolved at-sea mortality for southern elephant seals. To achieve
this, we; (i) model tag failure rates, (ii) quantify the role of
potential mechanical factors (such as exposure to ice, high
pressure, or contact with the benthos) to the tag failure rate and
(iii) assess the role of other, biological factors, in tag failure rates.
We use the relationships between the factors assessed and tag
failure rates to infer patterns of at-sea mortality.

INTRODUCTION
Knowing when and why animals die provides key insights into
the processes that shape populations. Capture-Mark-Recapture
(CMR) approaches provide excellent information on time
structured mortality, most often at annual scales (Lebreton et al.,
1992). Finer scale temporal estimates of mortality are more
challenging due to the need to regularly monitor a population’s
status which is especially difficult for animals that perform
long migrations into remote regions. Tracking studies, however,
have the potential to quantify individual animal mortality even
in remote regions (Hays et al., 2016). For instance, tracking
studies were used to estimate mortality in three raptor species by
quantifying how animal migration routes and behaviour affected
individual survival and then calculating the effect of these factors
on population growth rates (Klaassen et al., 2016). Tracking data
also showed how the cumulative influence of multiple stressors
reduced the rate of successful migration for the sockeye salmon
(Oncorhynchus nerka) (Naughton et al., 2005). The main obstacle
in the use of tracking data to estimate mortality rates is that even
in the absence of catastrophic battery failure (Smith et al., 2018),
an unknown proportion of tags will stop transmitting simply due
to failure of the tag itself, which can be as high as 25%, at least in
terrestrial studies (Hofman et al., 2019).
Southern elephant seals provide an opportunity to investigate
whether high spatially and temporally resolved at-sea mortality
information can be inferred from satellite tracking data due
to the availability of large multi-year tracking datasets (Hindell
et al., 2016), broad knowledge of demographic rates (Le Boeuf
and Laws, 1994; McMahon et al., 2005), and the knowledge
that the deployment of tags does not in itself, affect survival
(McMahon et al., 2008). Southern elephant seals are mesopredators that range widely across the Southern Ocean (Hindell
et al., 2016). They have two annual haul-outs when they come
ashore on sub-Antarctic Islands, coastal South America, or
continental Antarctica, to breed and moult. Most populations
exhibited significant declines from the 1950s, with some now
stabilising or growing (Hindell et al., 2016). The Kerguelen
southern elephant seal population is now growing after a 20year stabilisation period (Authier et al., 2011; Guinet pers. comm)
although current adult survival estimates are not known for
this population.
As is the case for many long-lived species, adult southern
elephant seals have low annual mortality [approximately 21%
(Pistorius et al., 2004, 2008)]. At-sea mortality is thought to
be largely due to starvation (Pistorius et al., 2011) dictated by
an individual’s ability to forage successfully, or to predation
(Guinet et al., 1999). Climate-driven inter-annual variation on
the availability of prey has a measurable effect on annual
survival rates and reproductive output (van den Hoff et al., 2014;
Oosthuizen et al., 2015; Clausius et al., 2017; McMahon et al.,
2017, 2015) and we may see this reflected in tag failure rates.
Long-term changes to Southern Ocean foraging conditions are
linked to population trends (Hindell et al., 2017), so identifying
when and where southern elephant seals die during their annual
life cycle would provide valuable insight into the factors that
influence mortality.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Analysis
Over 14-years (2004–2018) 182 southern elephant seals were
captured and sedated (McMahon et al., 2000) on sub-Antarctic
Kerguelen Island toward the end of their post-moult haul-out.
The same SMRU-SRDL tag type and attachment methods were
used each year. Once attached, tags remain attached to the
animal until the moult in the following season and given that
the few tags that are recovered all remain securely fixed to
moulted hair, there is no reason to believe they fall off during
deployments (Guinet pers. comm.). Details on the instruments,
capture, attachment and recovery techniques (Boehme et al.,
2009; Field et al., 2012), and the negligible effects these have on
animal growth, reproduction and survival can be found elsewhere
(McMahon et al., 2008; Mazzaro and Dunn, 2009).
Data from the tag is transmitted via the ARGOS satellite
network, relaying location and behavioural information (Myers
et al., 2006). Location estimates were filtered using a state-space
model with a correlated random walk and a 6-h time step (using
R package BSAM), for details see Jonsen et al. (2019). For each
seal position, we attributed a bathymetric depth, based on the
ETPOPO1 bathymetric data set,1 and a temporally explicit sea
ice concentration at that location on that day using the blended
optimal interpolation Version 2 ECDC AMSR + AVHRR 0.25degree global ice charts from the NASA Coastwatch site.2 Only
tracks which extended beyond a 30 km radius of the deployment
location were included in this study, to remove seals from the
analysis which did not begin a foraging trip.
There were two possible outcomes for each tag; either, it
continued to transmit until it returned to land after the foraging
trip (censored), or transmissions terminated at sea (failed).
Transmission duration was calculated as the time from the start
of the trip (in water locations) to returning to breed (females) or
moult (males) for censored tags, and until the last received at-sea
transmission for failed tags.

Transmission Rate and Surface Duration
These tags are expected to produce a total of 50,000 transmission
attempts before they succumb to battery exhaustion (SMRU
Instrumentation). We investigated the daily transmission rate to
determine if rates differed between sex and/or outcome (failed
or censored) perhaps indicating some tags were malfunctioning
1
2

2

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global
http://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/cw_Utilities.html
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and transmitting incorrectly. The total number of transmissions
(TX_NUMBER) made by the tag (irrespective of being received
by the ARGOS satellite network) was recorded and periodically
transmitted during deployment. As the TX_NUMBER can reset
(i.e., the tag resetting itself in response to an error), the mean
daily transmission rate was calculated as the change in the max
TX_NUMBER for each seal from 1 day to the next.
Correctly functioning tags only transmit while the seal is at
the sea surface, and so surfacing behaviour could be linked to
the transmission rate. Surface duration is transmitted by the
tag at the completion of dives, and we used this to calculate
the mean surface duration per day (individually for each seal).
A Linear Mixed-Effects (LME) model (Lindstrom and Bates,
1988) with a random variable (individual seals) and CorAR1
autocorrelation term was used to determine whether failed
tags had; (i) higher daily transmission rates or (ii) longer
mean daily surface duration [lme(surface duration/transmission
rate ∼ outcome (failed or censored) ∗ sex, random = ∼1|
individual seal, corr = corAR1(), data = d)]. The model was
simplified based on results from likelihood model selection using
function dredge().

TABLE 1 | Explanatory variables proposed to influence tag failure rates.
method for definition

Sea-ice*

Increased exposure was assigned to individuals with tracks
that passed through areas with greater than 15% sea-ice
coverage during the foraging trip.

High pressure

Increased exposure was assigned to individuals with a high
percentage (>median of all seals) of dives for which the
max dive depth was below the 90% quantile (773 m).

Benthos

Increased exposure was assigned to individuals with
greater than 50% of foraging dives (>200 m) in bathymetry
of −1000 m and shallower.

SAM

Based on the mean of the monthly SAM index of the winter
foraging period (February–September), individuals in years
(2004–2018) were allocated a positive (>0) or negative (<0)
SAM phase (Figure 4).

Exposure to sea-ice, high pressures, and the benthos were included to test their
influence on mechanical tag failure, with the inclusion of the Southern Annular Mode
(SAM) to infer environmentally mediated animal mortality. Each predictor was a
binomial variable, where individual animals were allocated to a class (increased or
reduced exposure) based on the proportion of time they spent on that behaviour.
*individuals that failed in <30 days of transmission duration were excluded, as it
takes ≈ 30 days for seals to reach the pack ice.

Environmental Influences on Seal
Mortality

Modelling Tag Failure
Survival models are commonly used to estimate the effectiveness
of treatments and the risk of behavioural choices in human health
studies (Collett, 2015). For our study, we used Cox Proportional
Hazard (CPH) models (a type of survival model) as they do
not assume a specific hazard function and are thus robust to
hazards typically encountered by wildlife populations (Murray,
2006). We used R packages: survival (Singer and Willett, 1991)
and timereg (Martinussen and Scheike, 2007). A null CPH model
[coxph(transmission duration (days), outcome) ∼ 1, data] was
used to define the failure rate (a comparison of track duration,
Figure 3). We assumed all individuals in each sex class had
equal probabilities of mortality when they left for their winter
foraging trip. Individuals were chosen for tagging based on a
pseudorandom approach so there is no a priori reason to assume
that tagged animals differed from the population as a whole
(Boehme et al., 2009; Field et al., 2012; McMahon et al., 2008).

The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is a large-scale climatic
index (Lovenduski and Gruber, 2005) which influences variability
in annual foraging success of a suite of Southern Ocean marine
predators (Trathan et al., 2007; Bost et al., 2015), including
southern elephant seals (Oosthuizen et al., 2011). For southern
elephant seals, female fecundity (van den Hoff et al., 2014), pup
survival (Clausius et al., 2017), and pup weaning mass (McMahon
et al., 2015, 2017; Oosthuizen et al., 2015) are all positively
correlated with the SAM. Accordingly, if the failure rate differs
between years of contrasting SAM, and we assume mechanical
tag failure rate is independent of SAM, these differences could
be attributed to a difference in relative at-sea mortality among
years (Table 1).
Because males and females differ in both foraging strategies
and haul-out routines (Le Boeuf and Laws, 1994; Bailleul
et al., 2007; Hindell et al., 2016), we constructed separate
CPH survival models for tags worn by males and female
seals including, pressure + ice + benthos + SAM as fixed
effects (SAM data accessed at http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/icd/
gjma/sam.html). To test whether our variables complied with
the multiplicative hazard assumption of the CPHs model, we
used a scaled Schoenfeld residuals test [cox.zph(model fit)]
(Therneau and Grambsch, 2000).

Mechanical Factors That May Influence
Tag Failure
Three a priori factors were identified as potentially influencing tag
failure rates; exposure to sea-ice (aerial abrasion), high pressures
(damage to sensors and housings), or impacting the benthos
(aerial abrasion) (Table 1). For each factor, individual seals
were assigned as either having (a) increased or (b) reduced
exposure to the hazard. Increased exposure to sea-ice and the
benthos is proposed to heighten the risk of aerial damage,
potentially preventing tag transmissions. Sea-ice is also an
indicator for cooler ambient temperatures potentially reducing
battery life. We also investigated whether repeated exposure to
high pressures at depth could potentially cause cracks to the tag
casings and/or force water ingress leading ultimately to electronic
failure (Note, this has not been recorded in any recovered tags;
Guinet pers. comm.).
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RESULTS
Locations of At-Sea Tag Failure
A total of 182 individual tag deployments were included in the
analysis. Seventy-six (42%) of these were censored, (i.e., they
transmitted data throughout the deployment period) while the
remaining 107 (58%) failed at sea. For our study, sub-adult male
seals (n = 75) predominantly used shelf areas on the Kerguelen
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FIGURE 1 | Plot of all tracks faceted by sex. Male movements were concentrated in the Kerguelen and Antarctic shelf regions (B) while female movements were
focussed in pelagic regions (A). Green locations are deep dives (90% quantile of max dive depths) (exposure to high pressure) and blue locations are dives on the
shelf (>–1000 m bathymetry) (exposure to the benthos). Coarse-scale frequency distribution of locations interacting with sea-ice (>15% concentration) (purple) and
fail locations are plotted (red). Fail locations seemed to cluster around areas of high use, not potential tag hazards, with the possible exception of males foraging on
the Kerguelen Plateau (–49◦ S, 69◦ E). Black locations are dives without increased exposure to proposed mechanical tag failure mechanisms. The final locations of
censored tracks have been omitted.

either transmission rate (p = 0.223, 0.535, respectively) or surface
duration (p = 0.075, 0.060, respectively). We are confident the
interaction term (sex:outcome) is not inhibiting interpretation of
these results, as the dataset is large, there was no strong evidence
for an interaction term contributing to model fit and p-values
remained high (p ≥ 0.06). Testing of the residuals suggested
assumptions of normal distribution were met.

Plateau (exposure to benthos) or the Antarctic continental shelf
(exposure to the benthos and sea-ice). In contrast, female seals
(n = 107) predominantly used oceanic regions and performed
more deep dives resulting in greater exposure to high pressures
(Figure 1). The locations of the final transmission of failed tags
did not appear to be associated with sea-ice extent (exposure to
ice, purple frequency distribution), exposure to the benthos (blue
locations) or high pressures (green locations, Figure 1). There
however did appear to be a cluster of failed locations around
the Kerguelen Plateau (−49◦ S, 69◦ E) for males (blue locations,
Figure 1).

Tag Failure Rates
The failure rate was initially constant for the first 200 days
at 0.2% of units per day (Figure 3A). There was a cluster of
censored tracks in association with the median female breeding
haul-out at 236 days at sea (solid vertical line, Figure 3A). After
this, the tag failure rate of the remaining tags (mostly subadult males) increased rapidly (Figure 3A) [and the associated
cumulative hazard increased exponentially (Figure 3B)]. The
mean failure rate between 200 days and the final transmitting
tag at 305 days was 0.34% units per day (Figure 3A). The final

Transmission Rate and Surface Duration
The mean number of transmissions per day was higher (LME:
d.f. = 167, p = 0.003) for tags which failed (Figure 2A). However,
failed tags had the same mean surface durations as the censored
tags (d.f. = 169, p = 0.713, Figure 2B). No significant relationship
was found for sex or the interaction term (sex:outcome) in
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FIGURE 2 | Sex and outcome (failed or censored) specific mean daily transmission rates (A) and surface durations (B). Failed tags had more transmissions per day
(d.f. = 169, p = 0.003), but there were no differences in the surface durations (d.f. = 169, p = 0.5502).

suggested this behaviour reduced tag failure rates. Specifically,
sub-adult male seals that foraged in ice areas (exposure to
ice) i.e., south of ≈60◦ , predominantly in Antarctic waters
(Figure 1) (n = 38) had reduced tag failure rates with a 0.36
multiplicative reduction in the hazard (Table 2), compared
to those foraging in ice-free areas mainly on the Kerguelen
Plateau (Figure 1). Similarly, sub-adult males which had a
high percentage of benthic dives (exposure to the benthos,
Table 1) (n = 36) had reduced tag failure rates compared to
those making fewer benthic dives with a 0.38 multiplicative
reduction in the hazard (Table 2). Assumption testing suggested

remaining transmitting tag stopped transmitting at 265 days for
females (red vertical line) and 305 days for sub-adult males (blue
vertical line, Figure 3A).

The Influence of Behavioural Choices
and Environmental Variables on Tag
Failure Rates
Increased exposure to the high pressure had little effect on
tag failure for either male or female seals (Table 2). Increased
exposure to ice was significant for sub-adult males and
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FIGURE 3 | Failure rate determined by a CPH survival model. (A) Tag failure rates for the first 200 days were constant over time, with no association with haul-outs
when tags were likely to be damaged. The median male first haul-out was at 136 days with median departure at 162 days (dashed lines). The median female
breeding haul-out (solid line) was at 236 days. The range of time adjusted mortality for males (blue line) and females (red line) are plotted. Black circles are censored
tracks and grey areas represent 95% confidence intervals. (B) The associated cumulative hazard function remained constant before accelerating after 200 days.

breeding) and 90% at day 305 (sub-adult male moult). We found
no evidence that seal behavioural choices increased mechanical
causes of tag failure. We also found no evidence in the published
literature nor in the reported occurrences of recovered elephant
seal tags showing signs of physical damage or detrimental fouling
(Reisinger and Bester, 2010a,b; McIntyre et al., 2011; Field et al.,
2012). Consequently, the daily tag failure rate of one unit failing
every 7–8 days per 100 tags deployed before 200 days may at least
in part be due to intrinsic software or hardware failure.
After 200 days of deployment, daily failure rates increased
dramatically with an additional 30% tag failure observed over a
period of only 65 days. Hanson et al. (2013) observed a similar
pattern, with a dramatic decrease in harbour seal (Phoca vitulina)
“tag survival” after 250 days, which they attributed to failure
of the tag. This may be due to increasing battery malfunction
as the tags reach the end of their functional life. We used
transmission rates as a proxy for power consumption of the
tag and found evidence that failed tags produced, on average,
more transmissions per day, thereby using more power than
those that were censored. This relationship held for both sexes
but was not related to surface durations associated with diving
behaviour. This suggests that failed tags may have malfunctioned,
e.g., transmitting below the sea surface or at a slightly higher rate

the multiplicative hazard assumption was met (Schoenfeld: d.f.
1–4, p > 0.18).
For females, tag failure was lower during positive SAM seasons
(Figure 4) when foraging conditions are better (Lovenduski and
Gruber, 2005) (0.41 multiplicative reduction in the hazard). Tag
failure rates of the positive and negative SAM groups separated
early in the winter foraging trip and continued to diverge until
the final tag terminated at 265 days (Figure 5). However, the
95% confidence intervals remained wide (16–63%) encompassing
the positive SAM tag survival estimate of 59% (Figure 5B).
The SAM variable was not significant for males. Assumption
testing suggested the multiplicative hazard assumption was met
(Schoenfeld: d.f. 1–4, p > 0.17) except for exposure to depth
variable for female seals (Schoenfeld: d.f. 1, p > 0.001). Graphical
representation showed residuals plotted around zero with no
discernible pattern with time.

DISCUSSION
Mechanical Tag Failure
We found a tag failure rate of 40% for the first 200 days of
deployment which increased to 70% at day 265 (adult female
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if sub-adult males experience a strong fluctuation in mortality
during the year. The accelerated rate of tag failure at ≈200 days
could be attributed to changes in mortality. Mortality is unlikely
to be constant across the foraging trip, and a higher rate may
potentially be associated with the return to haul-out locations,
for two reasons. First, it’s possible that seals which have not
foraged successfully die on the energetically expensive return
journey (Cox et al., 2020). Alternatively, seals may be exposed to
high rates of predation as they approach haul-out locations (Isles
Kerguelen) (Van Den Hoff and Morrice, 2008; Tixier et al., 2018;
Cox et al., 2020). The role of mortality and predation is further
discussed below.

TABLE 2 | The influence of behavioural choices and environmental variables on
tag failure rates.
Factor

Coef.

Exp.
(coef.)

S.E.
(coef.)

Z-value

p-value

Female
Ice (Increased)

1.06

0.36

0.15

0.88

Pressure
(Increased)

−0.39

0.05

0.067

0.32

−1.23

0.21

Benthos (Increased)

−0.11

0.89

0.63

−0.18

0.85

SAM (Positive)

−0.89

0.41

0.41

−2.55

0.01*

Ice (Increased)

−1.00

0.36

0.42

−2.37

0.02*

Pressure
(Increased)

−0.35

0.72

0.29

−1.21

0.23

Benthos (Increased)

−0.95

0.38

0.43

−2.21

0.03*

0.08

1.08

0.31

0.26

Male

SAM (Positive)

Role of Habitat and Behaviour
The presence of sea-ice has in the past been linked to tag failure
in Weddell seals as the aerials become damaged (AndrewsGoff et al., 2010). Our results suggest this is not the case
for southern elephant seals. Rather, sub-adult males which
foraged in ice-covered areas had lower tag failure rates than
those on sub-adult males using the Kerguelen Plateau. The
Kerguelen Plateau is an area of high productivity and known
foraging focus for about 50% of sub-adult males (Authier
et al., 2012a). However, this may also be an area of increased
mortality (Authier et al., 2012a,b; Chaigne et al., 2013). As
they age, the proportion of males foraging on sub-Antarctic
prey (on the Kerguelen Plateau) decreases, while the proportion
of male foraging further south on Antarctic prey increases
(Authier et al., 2012a,b; Chaigne et al., 2013). At 4 years,
according to their stable isotope signature, 70% of sub-adult
males were assigned to sub-Antarctic foraging habitat and 30%
to Antarctic foraging habitat. This proportion switches (35%
sub-Antarctic, 65% Antarctic) by the age of 10 (Chaigne et al.,
2013), despite the fact that teeth δ13 C signatures reveal that
male southern elephant seals became faithful to their foraging
habitat by the age of 4−5 (Martin et al., 2011; Authier et al.,
2012a,b). These changes are interpreted as a differential survival
probability between the seals foraging in sub-Antarctic waters
(exhibiting higher mortality rates), compared to those foraging
in Antarctic waters (Authier et al., 2012b; Chaigne et al., 2013).
A 20% difference in annual survival rate between these two
foraging habitats would lead to this observed change in the
proportion of male southern elephant seals using sub-Antarctic
(Kerguelen Plateau), versus Antarctic shelf foraging habitat.
The simultaneous failure of both tags for 9 of 20 doubletagged yearling elephant seals on the Kerguelen Plateau may
further indicate a higher rate of predation events (Orgeret
et al., 2019; Cox et al., 2020). The Kerguelen Plateau is home
to elephant seal predators such as sleeper sharks and killer
whales (Orcinus orca) (Van Den Hoff and Morrice, 2008; Tixier
et al., 2018; Cox et al., 2020). Therefore, the cluster of failures
(Figure 1B) and higher failure rate of ice-free foraging individuals
(Table 2) may indicate higher mortality due to predation
and/or lower foraging opportunities on the Kerguelen Plateau.
Note, however, that these factors are convoluted and often
confounded, and signals may be masked by the interplay of
variables. For example, a slight increase in tag failure associated
with foraging in sea-ice may be masked by a larger increase

0.79

Results of CPH survival models. Males and females were modelled separately.
The “Z-value” is the Wald Statistic associated with the p-value. The regression
coefficient (Coef.) and standard error [S.E. (coef.)] is the estimated hazard
coefficient associated with the variable, positive values indicate lower tag survival
probabilities. Exp. (coef.) is the expected value of the coefficient (i.e., the
multiplicative difference in the hazard). *statistically significant p-values.

than the predefined 45 s repetition rate, causing excessive power
consumption and premature tag failure while at sea. Similarly,
Hofman et al. (2019) found that for some terrestrial deployments,
failed tags transmitted more often than programmed and
consequently drained their batteries leading to early termination.
The conditions tags are exposed to while attached to wild
animals are far different to those experienced under laboratory
conditions, and for southern elephant seals, this may significantly
reduce the tag’s functional lives. Further analysis of the ultimate
fate of deployed tags would be aided by the inclusions of battery
voltage in diagnostic data and the advancement of technology to
allow tags to record the transmissions that have been successfully
received by the satellite array.
Few other studies have quantified tag failure rates, and
more work is needed to draw generalised conclusions. Satellite
tags deployed on northern fur seal pups (Callorhinus ursinus)
showed a tag failure rate of 7% (tag type and transmission
duration not specified) (Lea et al., 2009). For marine turtles,
tag failure rates were estimated to be 78–100% (transmission
duration range = 83–486 days, n = 14), largely due to fouling
of the saltwater switch (Hays et al., 2007). However, fouling is
almost non-existent in polar deployments, especially with long,
deep diving predator such as southern elephant seals (Reisinger
and Bester, 2010a,b; McIntyre et al., 2011), as cooler water
temperatures and limited surface duration inhibits algae growth
(Hays et al., 2007). A review of 167 satellite tag deployments on
62 terrestrial species estimated a tag failure rate of 25% (Hofman
et al., 2019). It’s difficult to make further comparisons between
these studies and ours, as physical realms, the tag type, species
and the objectives vary.
Mortality rates for female southern elephant seals are known
to be higher during post-breeding foraging trips compared to
post-moult foraging trips (the focus of this study) due to the
demands of reproduction (Pistorius et al., 2008). It is not known
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FIGURE 4 | Mean winter SAM index during the study period (2004–2018). For the mean winter foraging phase (March–August), the SAM index was mostly in its
positive phase (136 tags deployed), with 2007, 2009, and 2018 contributing to the negative SAM years (47 tags deployed).

The SAM influences the strength of the westerly winds
that drive ocean circulation which in turn influences the
biogeochemical cycling and phytoplankton abundance
(Lovenduski and Gruber, 2005) and the foraging behaviour
and success of higher trophic levels (Bost et al., 2015).
The downstream demographic effects of reduced resource
availability in negative SAM years for Southern Ocean
predators is well documented (Proffitt et al., 2007; Trathan
et al., 2007; Forcada and Trathan, 2009; van den Hoff
et al., 2014). Starvation is thought to be an important
source of at-sea mortality for southern elephant seals
(Pistorius et al., 2011) and our results suggest that reduced
foraging success in relatively low SAM years may increase
female mortality rates. This may be further investigated
in future studies using at-sea body condition metrics
(Biuw et al., 2003).
Low annual adult mortality rates characterise long-lived
species, as individuals minimise the cost of reproduction to
optimise lifetime reproductive output (Desprez et al., 2018).
This is true for southern elephant seals where maternal

in survival probabilities associated with Antarctic foraging. It
is impossible to know conclusively if individuals successfully
returned to Isles Kerguelen as there is no regular systematic
search for flipper bands.
Sub-adult males which performed a high portion of dives over
shelf waters (>200 m deep, in <−1000 bathymetry, Table 1)
had reduced tag failure probabilities, which suggests that this
behaviour may also reduce risk of mortality. It is well known
that population trajectories are intimately linked to foraging
success in southern elephant seals (Hindell et al., 2017), and
that shelf habitats provide a highly productive habitat on which
to forage, particularly for sub-adult males (Labrousse et al.,
2018). We speculate that reduced tag failure in association
with lower probable foraging effort in shelf habitats may be
due to reduced mortality. This work represents an exciting
first step in the detection of at-sea mortality for southern
elephant seals, and our findings align with much of the current
knowledge of the species.
The SAM is the largest driver of inter-season and inter-annual
variation in the Southern Ocean (Thompson and Wallace, 2000).
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FIGURE 5 | Female SAM survival curves in isolation of other non-significant factors. (A) Deployments in positive SAM years were associated with reduced tag failure
probabilities in females. Separation of tag failure probabilities between the two groups was evident, beginning around 70 days. For females, there were 78
deployments made in positive SAM years (2004–2006, 2008, and 2010–2017), and 29 in the remaining negative SAM years (2007, 2009, and 2018). Shaded areas
are 95% confidence intervals. The hazards plot (B) suggests an increased hazard associated with seals deployed in negative SAM years (red points).

and may in itself influence subsequent survival (Walker
et al., 2009; Horning et al., 2019). By contrast, the approach
undertaken here has no measurable effect on short-term seal
health or long-term seal survival and is value adding to
existing and ongoing long-term studies of seals and their
environment (McMahon et al., 2008; Mazzaro and Dunn, 2009;
Harcourt et al., 2019).
Adult survival of southern elephant seals is strongly
linked to population trends (Pistorius et al., 2004, 2005,
2011), which are in turn linked to changes in habitat
characteristics (Hindell et al., 2016, 2017). Currently, the
few ongoing CMR studies (e.g., Marion Island) provide
highly accurate annual survival information. However,
southern elephant seal mortality fluctuates across their
annual cycle (Pistorius et al., 2008), which CMR studies
cannot quantify in migratory marine mammals. Future
studies that combine this work with CMR data of the same
population may provide further insights into spatial and
temporal patterns of mortality, thereby clarifying the drivers
of southern elephant seal population trends and deepening our

resource allocation (McMahon et al., 2017) and reproductive
output (van den Hoff et al., 2014; McMahon et al., 2015;
Oosthuizen et al., 2015; Clausius et al., 2017) are compromised
by poor foraging conditions. The cost of reproduction to
females is high, and they lose an average of 35% of their
mass over the 24-day lactation period (Fedak et al., 1996).
The ability of females to subsequently recover these resources
will be challenged if available foraging resources are limited
(as in years of negative SAM) which may cause high rates
of mortality in these years. We suggest that increased tag
failure may be indicative of increased mortality in negative
SAM years for females, although the high confidence intervals
overlapped (Figure 5).
An accompanying CMR dataset of the Isles Kerguelen
southern elephant seal population during the study period
would provide further valuable insights into tag failure and
mortality. Research using bespoke surgically implanted mortality
tags (LHX) has revealed evidence of at-sea mortality (Horning
and Mellish, 2014). However, this technique is not feasible
in many situations, necessitating surgery in remote areas,
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understanding of the processes that shape the productivity of
the Southern Ocean.

AH wrote manuscript with guidance from MH and CM. SW, CG,
BP and RH reviewed the manuscript. All authors contributed to
the article and approved the submitted version.
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